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zancudero
In Colombia place where mosquitoes or mosquitoes abound.  Very large group of mosquitoes or mosquitoes. 
Zancudiza . 

zancudo
In Colombia it is a dipteran insect vector of many diseases such as malaria or dengue.  Mosquito.  It means stilts or long
legs. 

zandía
It is another common name for a cucurbit plant and its fruits which is also known as watermelon, sindria, aguamelon or
water melon.  Its scientific name is Citrullus lanatus (it belongs to the Cucurbitaceae family). 

zandunguero
She is cheerful and likes to dance.  Jovial.  dancer.  cheerful, funny. 

zanfoñas
They are string instruments that are not pressed but are rubbed (like the violin).  It is typical in several parts of Europe. 
Rubbing cordlophone.  Regarding the definition of Francis, this instrument is wind, consisting of several flutes and is
called zampoña.

zanga
It is a rail or rod used to collect fruits or seeds.

zangano
The correct term is drone.  Male bees.  Also means lazy, gandul, parasite, lazy, lazy, idle, desidioso, indolent.

zangbeto
In Yoruba culture is the name of a collective protective spirit.  Guardians of the night.  They are outfits made with straw
or palm leaves in order to scare the enemies.

zangoloteo
Action and effect of zangolotear or zangolotearse .  It means moving with strength and determination.  Colloquially
dance in an exaggerated way.  Shaking, shaking, wiggling, dancing.  Vibration, contortion, movement, wobble, dance,
dance, shake. 

zangüango
It means lazy, indolent, lazy, clumsy. 

zanjar
It means overcome or manage differences in a conflict for the sake of reaching an arrangement, agreement or
arrangement between the parties.  Fix, solve, pave, solve, resolve.



zanjo
It is an inflection of settle.  It means dig, dig, dig.  Also means fix, solve and fix.

zano
In the United States it is a surname.  Last name of an American actor and television producer named Nick Zano.  His
real name is Nick Crapanzano.  Zano is also a brand of products consumed as natural mouthpieces (snacks), specially
made with fruits.

zanquero
It can be who walks on stilts.  It can also mean that you walk a lot.  Walker, walker. 

zanqueros
Plural of zanquero Can be who walks on stilts.  It can also mean that you walk a lot.  Walkers, walkers. 

zap
It is a word in the English language that means delete, delete, go running (speed), destroy.

zapa
It means rough or rough skin.  It also means thick iron shovel, which is used for digging or mining.  It also means deep
digging or trench.  Limp of a horse when a helmet is hit hard. 

zapachancla
They are sporty flip flops or thick-soled flip flops.  It is a type of footwear to wear in summer. 

zapallera
Name of the plant that produces saplings or ahuyamas.  land cultivated with saplings or ahuyamas.  Person who sells
ahuyamas or saplings.  In Colombia it is also the name of a swamp that remains in the Department of Valle, on the
banks of the Cauca River.

zapallo
In Colombia it is one of the common names that receives ahuyama or pumpkin.  Yellow squash.  They are plants of the
family Cucurbitaceae and the genus Cucurbita.  The highest representatives have the scientific names of Cucurbita
maxima and Cucurbita pepo .

zaparos
The correct term is Zaparos, with tilde.  Name of a nearly extinct indigenous group living in Ecuador and Peru.  Some
individuals went to Colombian territory in the last century (Putumayo Department).  They are also called Zaparas or
Kayapwe.

zapata
It can mean wedge or fit.  Place or place where you can rest your foot to stand or propel yourself.  I rested.  Last name
of Spanish origin .  It is also one of the common names of a seafish resembling the wetfish.  It is also called shoemaker,
poplar or snapper, clotha.  Its scientific name is Spondyliosoma cantharus and belongs to the Family Sparidae.  Last
name of famous Colombian folklorist and choreographer called Delia Zapata Olivella . 



zapatear
It's sound shoes when walking or dancing.  Taconear.

zapaterismo
Political movement that follows the political thought of José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero in Spain.  It has left-wing
tendencies. 

zapatero
Person who fixes or makes shoes.  Last name of Spanish origin .  It is also one of the common names of a seafish
resembling the wetfish.  It is also called shoe, poplar or snapper, clotha.  Its scientific name is Spondyliosoma cantharus
and belongs to the Family Sparidae. 

zapatico
Nickname we have in Colombia to small taxis for their shape.  Yellows.  Shoe diminutive.

zapatilla
Type of footwear used to relax or compete.  Comfortable and lightweight shoes used in ballet and sports activities. 
Lightweight and without high heel shoe.  Sports shoes with very thin rubber sole.  Tennis.  Piece of canvas, rubber or
leather that is used as a washer or gasket for a good fit between two parts that stick.  Shoe is also one of the common
names of a plant of the family Papaveraceae, also called papaverine, chickweed, opium poppies (Papaver somniferum).
 It is extracted opium and its derivatives.

zapatillas
Type of sports shoes, special for athletes.  Plural shoe. 

zapato
Garment leather which is used to protect the feet.  Chocato, Sabot, chagualo, floor, mocazin, loot, boot, shoe, shoe (the
first four are synonyms used in Colombia).  "Look like a shoe" in Colombia means humble, do look bad.

zapatoco
It means native to Zapatoca.  Related to or resident in Zapatoca.  Zapatoca is the name of a Colombian municipality in
the Department of Santander.

zapatos
Plural of shoe.  Garment leather which is used to protect the feet.  Chocatos, clogs, chagualos, flats, footwear, mocazin,
loot, boot, shoe (the four primereos are synonyms used in Colombia).

zapatófono
Phone camouflaged in a shoe that used Super Agent 86 (Get Smart). 

zapazo
zapazo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Blow" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is blow.  Lance in
his hand with the intention of hurting with nails, claws or paws.  His hand of a wild beast.



zape
It is a surname of African origin (Bantu).  Surname of former Colombian footballer who was goalkeeper of the National
Team and Deportivo Cali.  His name is Pedro Antonio Zape Jordán.  Interjection that is used to scare away cats. 

zaperoco
In Central America and Colombia means mess, mess, fight, rina, get Brawl.

zapeta
Among the Tarahumaras Indians it is a kind of loincloth.  Indigenous costume accessorist as a loincloth.  By extension
means diaper .

zapica
It means wooden jug.  Large porcelain jug, vase.

zapirón
Cat grumpy, friend of Micifuz.  Character of a poetry and childhood fable who speaks of hungry cats ("Los Gatos
scrupulous" of Félix María Samaniego).

zapita
It means bowl, coca, cup, small wooden vessel used to collect milk in the milking of goats. 

zapotes
Zapotes is the plural of zapote.  Orange.  Zapote is the fruit of the tree of the same name.  There is wide variety of
zapotes.  Some species belong to the Sapotaceae and are of the genus Pouteria.  It tells zapotes other fruits of trees of
the Ebenaceae family and the genus Dyospiros.  In Colombia we say zapote fruit and the tree that produced it to the
arboreal species scientific name Matisia cordata in the family Malvaceae, which we also call Chupachupa.

zapped
It is an inflection of to zap.  It means delete, delete, remove, loaded, go running.  (hurry).

zapupe
It is another name that receives the agave, maguey, mezcal or cabuya.  Its scientific name is Agave fourcroydes.  It is a
plant of the genus Agave and the family Agavaceae, from which a plant fiber is extracted.  

zapuyulo
You can use zapuyulo, although it is more used sapuyulo.  It is the name of a tropical tree and its fruits.  It is edible and
is used to consume directly, in juices, in jams.  It is found in Mexico, Central America, Colombia, Venezuela, and the
Caribbean.  It is also called sapayul, sapote mamey or zapote mamey.  It belongs to the Family Sapotaceae.  Its
scientific name is Pouteria sapota (although the synonym Lucuma mammosa is sometimes used by some botanists). 
From its seed is obtained an oil widely used in cosmetics.  Unlike the common zapote and other kinds of zapotes or
sapotes, this one is lacking because it has a single seed and its fruit is somewhat elongated. 

zaque
Name of one of the rulers among the Muiscas indigenous peoples.  He was the ruler of the Zacazgo or the northern
territory.  I had to host Hunza (Tunja).  The other ruler was the Zipa, head of the Zipazgo, territory of the South and the



seat was Funsa.

zaquear
It means transferring a liquid from one container to another.  Transfer, move, transport liquids in shoes, odres or leather
bladders. 

zaqueo
Name of the Chief of Tax Collectors of Jericho, according to the Holy Bible.  He was of small stature and climbed to a
tree so that he could see Jesus.  He hosted Jesus and donated half his riches to the poor. 

zara
Zara is the name of a shop of clothes of Spanish origin.  In Colombia there are shops of Zara. It is a beautiful plant
native to America, basis of our diet.  He is known by several common names millet, millet, orona, panizo, sara, corn,
jojoto, jojotl, layoli, zara.  It is the fabulous 40 corn; Zea mays ) belonging to the family Poaceae.

zarabanda
Name of a Colombian telenovela that Julio Jimenez wrote and whose protagonist was Yuldor Gutiérrez.  Zarabanda was
the name of a very popular European dance in medieval times.  Noise, Bulla, revelry.

zaragatonas
They are the family of the 40 plantain plants; Plantagos ).  These are some medicinal plants in the family
Plantaginaceae, have the scientific name Plantago psyllium.

zaragocí
It is a way of calling who is a native of Zaragoza, in Spain (it can refer to both the City and the Province).  They are also
often used as demonyms cesaraugustano, cheposo (derogatory use, in Huesca).  Someone from Saragossa.  Name of
a variety of plum native to that region. 

zaramagullón
It is another common name that the lavanco or somormujo receives.  It is a bird of the Podicipedidae family, which lives
in the wetlands.  Its scientific name is Podiceps cristatus .

zaramalla
It means he speaks tangled and is not understood.  He speaks with difficulty, stuttering.  Person who executes things
quickly and carelessly, who does things wrong.   It also means liar, plotter, liar, gossip.  The word has Asturian origin. 

zarandaja
It is a thing of little value or which does not have any importance, Bicocca, trinket, bauble, trivial, triviality, insignificance,
furrufalla, borrufalla, pendejada, rubbish.

zarandajo
It means defective, vicious, irresponsible.  Useless thing.  A person who is useless, pointless, idle, lazy, lazy.  Trebejo,
tiesto.



zarandio
zarandio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Shook" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of sift or
zarandiar. It means squeeze, move with violence, zangolotear. In Colombia it is also filter sand in a shale.

zarangollo
In Murcia (Spain) is a type of stew that is prepared with pumpkin, tomato and onion.  It is also a type of card game that is
made with Spanish deck. 

zarapa
In Colombia zarapa or sarapa, it is the same as comiso, cold cold or mecato.  The term zarapa is most commonly used,
with z, more than everything in Antioquia, Chocó and the Urabá Region.  Food that the farmer takes on a trip or to the
work site, wrapped in bijao leaves.

zarape
It is a very traditional male garment in Mexico.  In Mexico it is a woven fabric of bright colors.  It can be used as a
blanket or as a ruana or poncho.  It is used to shelter from the cold. 

zarapico
It is one of the common names of a medium-sized wader, long, curved beak.  Belongs to the Family Scolopacidae and
its scientific name is Numenius phaeopus.  It also receives other names such as needles, shoelaces, cachimbero.  In
Colombia we say Turnstone, Common Sandpiper or Dunlin.  It also means loquacious, talkative person.  It can also be
synonymous with barge (small flat-bottomed vessel).  In the plural, Zarapicos, is the name of a Spanish village, in the
province of Salamanca.

zaratán
It is the name of a Spanish town in the Province of Valladolid.  The word has Arabic origin and means crayfish, river
crab.  Some authors also say that it means place where they make twine. 

zarateños
It means that you live or is natural Zarate.  Related to Zarate.  Zarate is a town ( 41 village; Spanish, in the municipality
of Zuya in Alava, Basque country.  It is also a city of the State of Texas, in the United States and finally Zarate is an
Argentine town in the province of Buenos Aires.  Zarate is a surname of Spanish origin.

zarato
Domain or government of a Tsar.  Official name of Russian State, from 1547 when Ivan IV took the title of Tsar, until
1721 when he assumed Peter the Great and began to call himself the Russian Empire.  It was also called Zarato
Muscovite.  Name of the Kingdom of Poland between 1815 and 1831 when Alexander I and Nicholas I ruled.  It can also
mean mud, mud, swamp, mud, silt, silt.

zaraza
It means without fully maturing.  Tender.  It is also the name of a Venezuelan city in the State of Guárico.  It was
formerly called Chaguaramas.  Last name of Spanish origin .  Last name of a Venezuelan Plainsman who fought
alongside Bolivar in the War of Independence.  Its full name was Pedro Zaraza Manrique .

zarca
It means he's got clear eyes.  Light blue. 



zarcazo
In Cajamarca, in Peru, it is the name of a typical popular dish quite succulent.  It usually consists of soup (guatazón) and
a tray that carries meat, chips, rice, egg and avocado with salad.  In the sports and motorcycle field, it is a colloquial way
of calling the triumphs of the French motorcyclist Johan Zarco.

zarcillo
In Colombia means arete for girl, small earring, heretic.  It is also the name given to the adaptations of climbing plants in
the Cucurbitaceae family allowing them to seize any object.  Moorings, hooks, pendant, earring, arracacia.

zarco
In Colombia it means clear eyes.  Light blue color.  Blue light blue or sky blue.

zarcos
Plural of zarco .  In Colombia it means light-eyed.  Light blue.  Sky blue or sky blue. 

zarigüeya
It is one of the common names given to a medium-sized marsupial, long-tailed and prehensile.  In Colombia it is also
called runcho, rabipelao, chucha or fara.  In Mexico it is called Tlacuache, tacuacín or guazalo.  Its scientific name is
Didelphis marsupialis and it belongs to the Didelphidae family.  It can have up to 20 offspring in a birth. 

zarpa
Hand fingers together and with claws.  Nail, claw, hook, garfo hand.  Inflection of sail.  It means starting out, go, weigh
anchor.

zarpado
It is a turning point of sail.  It means going out, splitting, untie, desancorar, unpin.  Weigh anchor, done to the sea.

zarpatra o sarpatra
Both words are incorrect both in its structure and spelling. The right thing is satrap, that means a Governor in a province
of ancient Persia, who called satrapies.

zarracina
Name given to a blizzard accompanied by a small rain. 

zarracuatera
It means group of children.  Chiquillerio.  Ninerio.

zarramalla
Set of worthless objects, which accumulate and usually get in the way.  Scrap, scrap. 

zarrapastoso
zarrapastoso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Zarrapastroso" as meaning:<br>The correct term is scruffy.
It means dirty, neglected, broken, filthy, nero, frumpy.



zarraspastoso
The correct term is scruffy or zaparrastroso.  In Colombia means messy, frumpy, ragged, ragged, zaparrastroso, dirty,
filthy, cochambroso, pig, pork, disgusting, disgusting.

zarta
In Colombia it means cluster, pile, quantity, grouping, set.  In Colombia and especially in the departments of Tolima and
Huila is a surname of origin pijao.  String (with s) means things tied with a thread, string or thread and is also used as a
surname.

zarza blanca o gurrupia
They are two of the names of which it receives a medicinal plant, whose scientific name is Celtis aguanaea of the family
Ulmaceae.  It is a shrub and also receives the names of cat's claw, white bramble, gurrupia, doodle (Colombia), montero
mankah, cat's claw, cimarrona sarsaparilla ( Cuba ) ; azuifo ( Puerto Rico ) ; cockspur ( Florida ) ; white scribble,
granjeno ( Mexico ) ; (Dominican Republic); jujubier des iguanes (Antillas), cagalera, cagalero, white, cat's fingernail (El
Salvador).  In Colombia it is called María Gurrupia a popular tropical song performed by lrene Martinez and the Soneros
de Gamero.

zarzas
It is the plural of Bush.  It is the common name of a plant's scientific name Rubus ulmifolius, in the family Rosaceae. 
BlackBerry.  It is characterized by being very thorny.

zarzo
In Colombia is a storage room that lies between the beams and the roof.   Space under the roof which is used to
accommodate figurines.  Loft.

zarzos
Cockpit located above a room and under a roof on a house or farm. In Colombia they are used to keep things that are
not in use or to save a crop surplus products. The Wattles are lattices of reeds, rushes or rods that form a surface flat for
not too heavy a load placed on it. Mesh of sticks or reeds. Attic, loft.

zarzuela
Zarzuela is a type of musical and theatrical presentation with content of instrumental music, singing and spoken
sections.  It is of Spanish origin.

zasca
In Bogotá (locality of Usme) is a new urban project, overtaken by the Ingenal architecture and construction firm.  Initially
will be 12 towers of 12 floors each with 4 apartments per floor.  Gated community in Usme of 576 apartments.

zascandil
It means tarambana, squirt.  Uns serious person, rogue, tuno, tunante, informal. 

zato
In the llanos of Colombia and Venezuela Plains means of low height, low, small (dwarf).  Patiano, paturro, short-legged.

zau



It means hallway or vestibule.  Room of a house that is located immediately after the entrance.  Name of a singer .  New
Songs Block in Music Listings.  Abbreviation for Zona Actuacion UrbanSur, in Cordoba, Spain. 

zauna
This incorrect Zauna, correctness is sauna. Sauna makes relationship to a bath with hot water or steam. Termas.podria
be Zuana. If so, is the name of a residential centre near Santa Marta in Colombia. It was the name of an Arahuaca
Princess.

zaurak
It is a word of Arabic origin meaning ship.  It is also the name of a star in the constellation Eridanus.  It is also referred to
by astronomers as Úpsilon Eridanus or 34 Eridanus. 

zaurda
zaurda is incorrectly written, and should be written as Razorfen.  being its meaning: the correct term is Razorfen.  In
Colombia is synonymous with piggery, garage, marranera.  By extension it means dirtiness, disorder, stable, pigsty.

zaus
In Colombia it is the same as saus or saus.  They are other common and popular ways to call a tree.  It is the tree best
known as willow.  Its scientific name is Salix humboldtii, for the most common species among us, as there are almost
400 species.  It is from the genus Salix and the family Salicaceae.  It is also a way of calling the King of Cooking, also
called Zausu, the most famous Chef among animes.

zavalitas
It is a familiar way to call the children of Fermín Zavala, in the conversation of the Cathedral, the third novel by Mario
Vargas Llosa. Also said you Zavalita Mario as a teenager.

zavijava
It is a word of Arabic roots meaning corner, angle.  It is the name of a star in the constellation Virgo.  It is also called by
astronomers Beta Virginis, Beta Vir or 5 Virginis.  Other names it receives are Zavijah , Zarijan , Al Bard ( The Cold ) ,
Warak al Asad ( Ancas del León ) , Alaraph or Al Araf . 

zayco
It is a transliteration of a name in Japanese, the same as Zayko, Zahico or Saico.  They are names regardless of man or
woman in Japanese and mean serene woman, serene lady or serene child or young, quiet.  Name of a rap singer. 
Name of an anime character from Dragon Ball, cloned son of Goku. 

zaza
It is the surname of an Italian footballer, called Simone Zaza.  He is currently a successful front of Valencia in Spain.

zazamil
In the State of Veracruz, it is one of the common names of a tree and its fruits.  It is also called uvito, gulaber, moquillo,
slug, calvera, matzu, nanguipo.  Its scientific name is Cordia dentata.  It belongs to the family Boraginaceae. 

zábila
It is one of the common names of a plant used in cosmetics and ancestral medicine.  It is also known as aloe vera, aloe



or aloevera.  Slug, gamonita, zambana. 

záparas
They are also known as Saparas, with s.  It is the name of an Amazonian indigenous people living in the border territory
of Ecuador and Peru.  The language they speak and tends to disappear is called zápara, záparo or sápara.

záparo
It is one of the names of an indigenous people in Ecuador and Peru.  Some of them went to the Department of
Putumayo, in Colombia.  So is also called their language or language.  They are also called Zapara or Kayapwe.  There
are very few individuals who prevail.

zeaxantina
It is the name of a fat-soluble yellow pigment.  Algae, bacteria, in the egg (yolk) and in the corn are found.  It is important
because it protects from light and solar radiation.

zee
It is a term used in economics.  It is an acronym in Spanish which is equivalent to exclusive economic zone.  It makes
reference to a coastal strip where all country reserves the right to be its sole operator.  In English the abbreviation would
be EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone).

zega
It is the name of a Japanese robotic game brand and video games.

zegarra
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  There are also Cegarra and Segarra.  Segarra is the name of a comarca in the
province of Lleida, Catalonia, Spain.  Last name of a former Peruvian football player whose full name is Pablo César
Zegarra Zamora. 

zein atsegina
It is an expression in Basque meaning Que bien!. Congratulations, bravo, congratulations.

zeissia
It means dedicated to Zeiss, in honor of Zeiss.  It is the name of a small asteroid of the Flora family.  He was dedicated
to the German Optical Physicist, Carl Zeiss.

zelia
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  Celia is also used.  It means born in one of the hills of Rome (Caelius).  It can also
be defined as September sky.  Name of an asteroid (169). 

zelima
Zelima is incorrectly written and it should be written as Zelima ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Zelima ( 41 own name;.  It is also used as Celima.  The male Version is Polis or Zelimo.  It means lowered from the
sky.



zelinda
It is a name of woman in Italian.  Variant Celinda.  It means that it comes from the sky.  It is also the name of a
recognized florist and a brand of accessories of leather, in Milan.

zelkova
In Georgian language means bar, beam, transom (Dzelkva).  It is a genus of trees belonging to the family Ulmaceae. 
The most representative species are a shrub called Zelkova sicula and the Zelkova parvifolia or Elm Chinese. 
Hardwood, hard beam.

zelote
A person who belongs to the integrityist Jewish religious cult.  Orthodox Jew.  Celota or Zelota.  Nickname that Jesus
imposed on the Apostol Simon (but not Simon Peter, but the other). 

zemienik
It is a surname of Slavic origin.  It is the name of a real estate company in Barcelona.  In the mythology of Oceania and
especially in Tonga and Samoa, God of agriculture and harvest.

zemio
It is the name of a city in the Central African Republic.   It belongs to the Prefecture of Haut-Mbomou.  It is also the
name of a region or division of the same prefecture.

zempasúchil
You can also use marigolds.  It is the name of a herbaceous plant of medicinal use in Central America and Mexico.  It is
also called its flower and a medicinal extract that is extracted from the plant.  It is also a very used plant on the day of
the deceased.  The word is of Nahuatl origin and means "Twenty flowers" (Cempoalli, Twenty and Xóchitl, Flower), of
many flowers.  Flower of 20 petals.  It may have yellow or orange flowers.  It's also the name of a legend.

zen
It is the name of a Buddhist school that aims to attain enlightenment or spiritual perfection. 

zeneize
zeneize is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Xeneize" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Xeneize. It is
the nickname month common and accepted by the supporters of the Argentine team Boca Juniors. Means son of Xena
in a dialect used in Genoa ( 41 Italy; which means that, Genoa. Therefore Xeneize means Genovés.

zenguerengue
I think the question is for tenguerengue, with t.  If so it is a term used in Spain that means unstable, without stability,
which has no balance.  In Colombia we would say trembleque.

zenobia
It is a name of woman of Greek origin.  It means the one who gets life from Zeus.  Name by which Septimia Bathzabbai
Zainib, queen of Palmyra (Syria) was known.  She was the second wife of Prince Septimius Odenate of Palmyra, who
depended on the Roman Empire.

zenote



It's the same as cenote.  Etymologically means cavern with water.  It's a Maya word of origin.  They are wells or caves
with crystal clear waters.  There are several kinds.

zentrygon
Zentrygon is a mixture of technical terms Dove and quail-Dove, which are two genera of birds in the family of doves
(Columbidae).  It is a genus of birds (pigeons) that are characterized by small size and short and square tail. 
Palomas-perdices, tortolitas.

zeolita
It is the name of a mineral that chemically is an aluminum silicate.  The term as such is of Greek origin and means
boiling pebble.  this is due to the ease they have to hydrate and then release vapors when heated with the environment. 
They are actually a group of interchangeable cation minerals, also called chabasites, supplemented with the respective
cation. 

zer da fereka ?
It is a question in the Basque language which means "What is caress?".

zer ospatzen da hil horretan
Zer ospatzen hil da horretan is a phrase in Basque, which means " What is celebrated during the month ".

zerbal
It was the name of the captain of the guard of King Solomon, according to Masons.  Intimate Secretary of Solomon. 
Rowan s, is the name of a tree of the family Rosaceae and a small cat-like feline.    .

zerbinetta
It is a name of German origin woman.  It is the name of a female character from the Opera by Richard Strauss ' Ariadne
auf Naxos '.  He is portrayed by a coloratura Soprano.

zereque
It is a type of American rodent.  It's another way to call the aguti.  It is also called sereque, aguti, ñeque, picure, jochi,
cotiza, cherenga.  It belongs to the family Dasyproctidae.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata.  

zerete
Cerete is also used.  It is one of the common names of a small American rodent, scientific name Dasyprocta punctata of
the Family Dasyproctidae.  It is also called añuje, picure, carma, ñeque, guatín, sereque, cotuza, jochi, cherenga,
guatuza and sihuayro. 

zerete orieto
The correct term is zerete prieto.  It is one of the common names that give in Mexico the black aguti which is a small
rodent.  Its scientific name is Mexican Dasyprocta and belongs to the Dasyproctidae family. 

zergaitik
It is not a term of the Spanish but the Basque meaning " Why "



zervel
It's the name of a fictional video game character.  Empium elf.  Shadow Priest.  Name of an Exodar Priest.  Name of a
priest of the Ark of Lights.  It belongs to World of Warcraft. 

zetat
It is a person who serves as a guide or companion to tourists or travelers who travel the Moroccan territory.  It serves as
a guarantee or passport for your followdad.

zeteador
It can mean person who grows or sells zetas (edible mushrooms).  Zetero.  Seteador with s, can be a toolbox where
they can be sorted according to sizes.

zeugma
Name of an ancient city of Asia Minor, located in Turkey and which was also called Seleucia of the Euphrates.  It is a
literary figure or figure of omission.  It consists of using a word only once, for several analogous syntactic constructions. 
It is also often referred to as ceugma, zeuma or adjunction.  Name of a Greco-Latin metric rule, also called a bridge. 

zeusofobia
Fear or phobia of godews. 

zeuxo
zeuxo is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Zeuxo; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Zeuxo was the
name of the goddess of the sea in the ancient Greece.  Zeuxo of Cyrene was the spouse of Polycrates of Argos, with
whom he had a daughter named Argos Zeuxo.

zeuxo-
It is a woman's name of Greek origin.  Name of one of the Oceanids, daughter of Oceanus and Thetis.  Zeuxo was the
name of the Goddess of the Sea in Ancient Greece.  Zeuxo of Cyrene was the wife of Polycrates of Argos, with whom
he had a daughter named Zeuxo of Argos.  Name of an asteroid ( 438 ) .  It means yoke or chariot.  

zewana
It means Zewan.  It is the name of an Argentine technology for the transformation of solid waste in a natural way.  It
offers to reduce the volume by 75% and up to 30% by weight of urban solid waste.  No bad smells are generated and it
is environmentally friendly.

zhang
It is a Chinese surname.  it is pronounced Chang and there is also the surname Chang.  In Chinese, the word refers to a
net that is used to catch birds in flight.  Zhang is the name of star and asteroid in Astronomy.  The star belongs to the
constellation Hydra and is known as u Hydrae, Ípsilon Hydrae or 34 Hydrae (In Chinese astronomy it belongs to the
constellation Zhang).  The asteroid (1802) Zhang, is also known as Zhang Heng, which is the name of the Chinese
astronomer to whom it was dedicated.   It is clarified that there is also another asteroid called Zhang, Zhang Yuzhe or Y.
C Chang (3789), discovered by this other Chinese astronomer and which has also been called Zhongguo, which in
Mandarin means China. 

zharick
It is a name of woman which means beautiful, very beautiful, illuminated by the Sun.  It is of African origin.



zhoemy
zhoemy is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Zhoemy; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Zhoemy ( It is 41 name;.  There are other variants such as Zohemy, Zohemi, Zoemy, Zoe and Zoila.  It is a name
of woman of Greek origin and means radiant, full of life.  Gift from God.

zibal
It is the name of a star in the constellation Eridanus.  It is also called Zeta Eridani or Zeta Eri.  The word of Arabic origin
means ostrich chick. 

zidaniano
It means regarding Zidane, the coach of Real Madrid.  Zidane's way. 

zidovudina
It is the name of a drug that is used as an anti-retroviral.  It was the first to be used against HIV.  It is also called
Azidotimidine or AZT. 

zigomorfa
It means it's shaped like a yoke.  It refers to having the same two sides, that there is bilateral symmetry.  It is a term
used in Botany.

zigortua
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language. It means punished, condemned.

zigoto
The Zygote is a fertilized egg.  Fertilized egg.  Be the life of a new home.  Zygote, cigota, egg.

ziguamonte
In Mexico it is a class of stew that is made with meats from animals of monte.  I have seen this word write in many ways
and with the same meaning : with c , with s and with z ( siguamonte , ciguamonte , ciguamut , tzihuamonte , ziguamonte
, zihuamonte , zihuahuamut, etc.).

zigurat
It is a type of construction or building phased and multi-tiered.  Tower.  Temple of ancient Mesopotamia.  Sumerian and
Assyrian origin stepped Tower.  The name of a company that produces video games.  Building a temple at the top.

zihaurri
It is one of the common names for a plant.  It is also called yezgo.  dogfish , jambú , lesser elder or biezgo .  Its scientific
name is Sambucus ebulus and it belongs to the family Adoxaceae. 

zihuamonte
Typical Mexican dish of the State of Chiapas.  A few years ago it was made with mountain meats, the product of
hunting.  By environmental regulations today it is made with different meats.  Meat stew. 

zihuamut



It is also called zic or zik, Ziguamonte, zihuamonte or zihuamut, zedenchó.  It is the name of a typical dish of Chiapas, in
Mexico.  It is the name of a stew or cooked venison or beef, with tomato, guajillo chili, onion, holy herb, garlic and
epazote. 

zikoitza
It is a word of the Basque language, means fool, Ruin.

zima
It was the name of an alcoholic beverage marketed in the United States and for a time in Japan.  It had few degrees of
alcohol and was considered a refreshing drink that replaced beer.

zimasa
It is the name of the enzymatic mixture, secreted by yeasts, which catalyze sugars and glucose in ethyl alcohelic. 
Enzyme that is generated by fermentation of yeasts.  This action involves yeasts especially of the genus
Saccharomyces and are important for brewing.

zimbabue
Zimbabwe may also be indicated.  It is the name of an African country that has no landline, but is spectacularly beautiful.
 It is also the name of a river in the same country, in which the famous Victoria Falls (Zambezi River) are located.  Its
capital is Harare.  The name itself means large stone houses, in the Karanga dialect (Shona-Bantu language).  It can
also mean Great Revered Stone Houses, Great Houses made of Stone Blocks, or Houses or Tombs of the Chiefs. 

zimmerius
To say Zimmer or dedicated to Zimmer.  Makes reference to the genus of birds dedicated to ornithologist John Todd
Zimmer of United States in ornithology.  They are known as mosqueritos and belong to the Family Tyrannidae.  They
live in Central and South America.

zimosis
It means biochemical process to produce zimase and therefore ethyl alcohol.  In Biochemistry means fermentation,
biochemical process to obtain zimaza.

zimógeno
It means it produces zimasa.  It serves to ferment.  Fermentation produces ethyl alcohol.  That using yeasts breaks
down sugars and glucose.  Mushrooms of the genus Saccharomyces .

zin
It is a type of Authorization or membership for zumba instructors.  Zumba Instructor Network stands for it. 

zincho
zincho is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hoop." being its meaning:<br>RIDING belt that surrounds and
Girds the chest of the horse. Breastplate, breast collar.

zincho
zincho is incorrectly written and should be written as "Cincho, cinch." being its meaning:<br>Name given in the region of
the Cauca ( 41 Colombia; a banana or guasca stocking. Also is told so a thin plastic or leather belt used for moorings.



Waistband that the carrier use in the beasts. Ribbon, rebenque, strap, strap. Mooring or ring of iron used to reinforce
barrels or wooden wheels.

zingar
Any say leave string, rest, sleep, bedtime, lie down, jump on the bed, Chair, hammock or on the floor.  stretch.  In
Venezuela it means having sexual intercourse.  .

zinkenite
Zinckenite can also be used.  It is the English name for a mineral that in Spanish is called Zinckenite or Zinkenite.  It's a
lead sulfide.

zinvaldita
It is more suitable to use zinnwaldite .  It means Zinnwald, which comes from Zinnwald.  Zínwald is the name of a
German city and a region in the Area of the Ore Mountains, between Germany and Czech Republic.  The word in
German means zinc forest.  It is the name of a mineral of the silicate group.  It's a kind of mica that has Lithium.  It's also
called Litionite.

zipeíta
It is more suitable Zippeite, with double p .  It means dedicated to Zippe, in honor of Zippe.  It is the name of the most
attached ore of Uranium.  It can also be called Dauberita.  It is a mineral of the sulfate group.  Its name is because it was
dedicated to the mineralologist, Frantisek X. M.  Zippe , born in Austria.

zipotza elkartea
They are two words of the Euskera.Zipotza means hostile, unfriendly. Elkartea means Association.

zippy
It means strong, vigorous, determined, strong, quick, sharp.

zirándaro
zirándaro is incorrectly written and it should be written as Zirándaro ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Zirándaro ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Guerrero.  Its name in
Purepecha language means " Part of the tree which makes paper ".  The Ziranda, siranda or amate is a tree of the
genus Ficus and the Moraceae family, also referred to as rubbers.

zirianos
It means born or native to Ziriano (or Ciriano).  It is the name of a council of Arrazua-Ubarrundia, a municipality in the
province of Alava, Basque Country.  It is also the name of a Russian people and their language.  They are also called
Komi-zirianos or komis, inhabit part of the territory of the Republic of Komi.

zirigaña
It is a term used in Andalusia (Spain) and means flattery, applause, zalamería, flattery, praise, loa, praise.  Adulation,
work of the flatterer or zalamer.

zirindanga
The term sirindanga is most appropriate.  It means drunkenness, intoxication, juma, pea. raw.  beodez, jinchera.



zirlita
It is also called zeolite or zeolite.  It is a micro-porous mineral containing aluminum silicates.  It has a high moisturizing
power.  Used as absorbent of moisture and to trap gases and odors.  In the petrochemical industry used to trap gases
aromatic.  In medicine, especially alternative, used to trap and remove heavy metals from the blood.  It is a mineral of
volcanic origin and is formed when mixed with brackish water.

zita
It's a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means young, single girl.  Name of a Holy Church of the 3rd century.  She was a
religious and modest girl on duty.  He is depicted with a few keys, a bucket and a few lilies (service and purity).  She is
the patron saint of the Italian city of Lucca (Tuscany), is patron saint of servicers or women of service and bakers.  The
name Cita or Citta is also used.  Name of a woman of the European nobility named Zita de Bourbon-Parma .  She was
the last Empress and Queen Consort of the Austro-Hungaro Empire (1916-1918) as the wife of Charles I of Austria and
IV of Hungary.  It is also considered an apocopada and affectionate way to call Rosa and Teresa.

zita-
Name of an asteroid 689.  Name of the wife of the Emperor of Austria Charles I (Zita of Bourbon and Parma).  Name of
saint of the Catholic Church. 

zitlala
zitlala is incorrectly written and it should be written as Zitlala ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Zitlala ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Guerrero.  Its name comes from the word
in language Nahuatl Citlalli, which means " the place of 34 stars;

zitogala
It means beer or beer with dressing.  It is a mixture of beer and milk that is consumed in some parts.

zizi
In French it is a colloquial way to refer to the male sex organ.  Translate dick, sausage, penis, pee. 

zímico
It means related to zimase or fermentation.  It means that it produces ethyl alcohol by fermentation of sugars and
glucose by the action of yeasts.

zíngarofobia
Fear of the Gypsies or the Gypsy race.  The belief that gypsies steal children has often been accentuated. 

zloty
It means "Golden" in Polish language.  It is the name of the currency or currency of Poland.  Zloty.

zoapille
Zohuapitle is more suitable.  In Nahuatl language means small woman, small female, female.  It is derived from zohuatl
(diminutive).  Synonym: zohuatontli . 

zoca
In Colombia it is an agricultural activity that consists of removing a part of the trunk of a coffee plant, which is very high



or very old.  It is done to facilitate harvesting or harvesting and especially to renew the branches and increase
production.  Slutting.

zocata
It can mean left-handed, it does everything with the left hand.  It can also mean that it wrinkles and takes yellowish
before ripening, referring to a fruit.  They don't mature properly.

zocato
On the Colombian Atlantic Coast means old, cold and bad-tasting food.  Past, damaged, altered.  Which is not fresh.  It
is also a way of saying left-handed (person who preferably uses the left hand or leg)

zocatos
I am zocato. It means having preference for use to all the left hand or left leg. Southpaw, souk, Sabot. It is a kind of fruit
which matures in fake or it becomes yellow, but actually damaged, because they have dried, are curved and lose its
succulence ( An example is the cucumber ). In Colombia to this kind of fruit we say chumbos.

zoco
Mean site where you can buy everything.  Square, market, Gallery, Bazaar, fair, market, tianguis.  In Colombia "Souk",
colloquially mean at full speed, very fast.

zodeyda
It is a woman's name of , Arabic origin, meaning rich woman, wealthy woman.  There are also variants Sodeyda,
Zobeyda and Sobeida. 

zodiacal
Relative to the 12 signs of the zodiac.  On astrology and the signs.  Celestial band that is divided into 12 strips or equal
strips.  Firmament.  Astronomically it is an arc of 30 degrees 9 degrees of ecliptic latitude and ecliptic length.  Zodiac
etymologically means "wheel of animals".  Each one of the constellations of the celestial sphere.

zoe
Cosmic Messenger of Targon (anime).  Zoe is a woman of Greek origin and means full of life, vigorous.

zoé
It is a woman's name of Greek origin that means full of life.  It can also mean born, born alive, or alive.  It is considered a
variant of Zoila.  Name of American actress, called Zoé Saldaña. 

zof
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Last name of a former Rosario Central footballer and Argentine football coach named
Angel Tulio Zof.  He was nicknamed Coco, The Old Man, Don Angel and The German.  He made di María, Chamot and
Pizzi debut as footballers.  There is also the surname Zoff, with double f and is the surname of one of the best archers
that ever existed in Italy, the great Dino Zoff.

zoisita
It is the name of a mineral, of the group of epidote silicates.  They are calcium, aluminum and iron soosilicate, they are
crystals with prisms that has a larger or wider side than the others)



zojra
Zojra is the name of a small lake in Poland.  It is considered an ecological reserve.  Zojra Pond.

zollipo
It is a very pitiful sob that is mixed with hiccups.  Complaint or regret very congested.  Crying very loudly. 

zoly
It is a name of Greek origin that means full of life. It has as Zoilo, Zoila, Zuly Zully variants.

zoma
Soma is also used.  It is the name given to the thickest flour in wheat.  Bread made with coarse flour.  Name of a
measure of grains or aggregates used in Northern Italy.  Name of a measure of liquids used in Central Europe. 

zomoterapia
I think that they ask for zumoterapia.  It is also known as juice therapy.  It is an alternative way to take advantage of the
properties of fruits and vegetables, through the elaboration of juices and smoothies, nutritional and therapeutic
purposes.

zompopo
It is the common name give the bachaco, hormiga culona, acalaca, mayera or mayera Ant in Central America.  Its
scientific name is Atta laevigata and belongs to the family Formicidae.  It is an edible insect in Colombia and Venezuela.

zona cero
It means area of impact, Center, Epicenter, most affected area.  It is used in any kind of disaster.  Place of a bomb
impact.

zona rural
In Colombia is the area of field or out of town.  Area where working farmers, outside the city.

zona tórrida
It is the strip of land next to the Ecuador, which lies between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn.  It is also
called Intertropical zone.  It is characterized by a climate which varies with elevation above sea level.

zoncho
In Costa Rica it means hen, the scavenger bird of scientific name Coragyps atratus, of the family Cathartidae.  It is also
known by the names of Golero, Zopilote, pimp, cool, jote, black vulture, samuro, nopo, sucha, urubu.  Chombo. 
Guaraguao.  They also call zonchoi who wears black or who is very nosy.

zonchos
Plural of zoncho .  In Costa Rica means henzo, the scavenger bird of scientific name Coragyps atratus, of the family
Cathartidae.  He is also known by the names Golero, zopilote, pimp, guala, jote, black vulture, samuro, nopo , sucha,
urubu.  Chombo.  Guaraguao.  They also tell a zoncho to the one who dresses in black or who is very nosy.  In some
parts of northern Spain, zoncho also means basket, basket, skewer, bank, cuévano.



zonotrichia
Zonotrichia is the taxonomic genus of the common crested or click, very common bird in South America.  Means that
you have hair (or in this case of birds, plumage) by bands, bands or stripes.  It refers to staining in bands or stripes of
the plumage of the common crested.  It comes from the Greek roots zone (Strip, stripes, bands) and trix, trichoa (hair).

zonto
In Central America it means desorejado, without handles or grips or with small ears.  Especially in El Salvador zonto or
cat zonto is a form of call the jaguarondi, Oz or moor cat.  Its scientific name is Puma yagouaroundi, of the family
Felidae.

zonzorro
It's a way of calling an oak gall or cecidia.  Tumor that comes out in the vegetable tissues of the oak.

zoo
It is an English word which means Zoo, park or Zoo.  Place where a wide variety of animals of all kinds is on display and
resembling their natural conditions.  Collection of animals, menagerie.

zoocentrico
zoocentrico is incorrectly written and should be written as "Zoocentrico ( with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>It is a
thought or doctrine which States that although animals are not human, they are not or can be moral agents, but if they
can and must be patient morales, worthy of consideration and with which humans have moral obligations.  Animal rights.
 Animal protectionism.

zoocoria
It is a natural seed dispersal system where the executing agent is any type of animal and by many ways and forms. 
They can even take names according to the type of animal that disperses it : mamaliocoria (mammals), ornittocoria
(birds), chiroptocoria (murcilados), ichthyocora ( fish), etc.

zooerastia
It is synonymous with bestiality, bestiality, zoolagnia.  It is a paraphilia in which animals have a sexual treatment.

zoofagia
It means that you eat all kinds of animals.

zoofobia
Mean fear or hate animals.

zooformas
It means they're shaped like animals.  Plural of zoomorfa .

zoogamia
It is a type of pollination involving animals (used to designate animals other than insects).  It can be done with
intervention of birds, bats and some small rodents.  Very rare marriage of a human with an animal (crazy there on all
sides, there are people who have married with trees)



zoolito
It is usually a rock carved in the form of animal (Zoomorphic).  The zoolito was an art form of carving on stone which the
aborigines practiced.

zoonavena
It is the name of the genus of birds of the family Apodidae, known as rabitojos, swifts and swiftlets.  They hunt insects on
the fly and have stunted legs.

zoonosis
It is the name given to infectious diseases that are transferred from animals to humans.  When the disease has the
same characteristics when it is transferred from animal to human or from human to animal, it is called anfixenosis. 

zoonotica
The correct term is zoonotic, always with an accent .  It means zoonoses, i.e. an infectious disease that is potentially
transmissible from animals to humans. 

zoonoticas
The correct term is Zoonotics.  It is the name that is assigned to diseases that can be transmitted between animals and
humans.  zoonoses.

zoonótico
It means that it is related to infectious diseases that can potentially be transmitted from animals to humans. 

zoothera
It means animal Hunter, hunting animals.  It comes from the ancient Greek roots zoon (animal) and thera (Hunter).  It is
the name of the taxonomic genus of the thrushes, which belong to the family Turdidae.

zoófagos
The zoofagos are people who are engaged or prefer to eat the flesh of animals as his power base.

zoófitos
In the ancient biological classification, is a group of animals that look like plants. To them belong for example Coral.

zoólatra
It refers to people who love animals.  People who make worship animals.  Zoolatra is the person who loves or worships
the animals.  A person who believes in the divinity of the animals.

zoónimos
Plural of zoonym .  Proper name of an animal .  Also a name that designates an animal.  A word that reflects an animal
quality, but refers to a person (which gives it the form of an adjective). 

zope
It is one of the common names of an American scavenger bird, in El Salvador.  It is also called American vulture, guala,
redhead vulture, zopilote, cute, aura, jote, gallipavo, turkey chicken, headhead.  Its scientific name is Cathartes aura and



belongs to the family Cathartidae.

zopeda
zopeda is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Piece" being its meaning:<br>It is a distorted way of saying
piece, by altering the order of syllables.  Portion.  It is a colloquial way of speaking, especially among gang members.

zopenco
It is a pejorative term used in Colombia, it means stupid, idiot, tarado, bruto, tonto. 

zopiclona
It is the name of a medicine used to produce sleep.  Hypnotic, narcotic or soporific drug.  Its use is not recommended in
patients with liver problems.  Benzodiasepina .

zopilote
It is one of the common names of a scavenger bird native to America, the vulture-like.  Also referred to as gallinazo,
guala, Pimp, Vulture, Raven, goalkeeper, Black Vulture.  Its scientific name is Coragyps atratus and belongs to the
family Cathartidae.

zopilote o buitre americano
They are an American scavenger bird common names.  Also referred to as gallinazo, curumo, cool, Black-headed
Vulture, Vulture.  Its scientific name is Coragyps atratus and belongs to the family Cathartidae (a word which means that
clean).

zoplicona
It is the trade name of a drug or drug used to induce rapid sleep.  Not recommended for patients with liver problems. 
Benzodiasepine.  Hypnotic, narcotic or soporific drug.

zoque
It is a way of calling an indigenous Mexican from the states of Chiapas, Oaxaca and Tabasco.  It is also usually called
tzoque, soque or zoc.  In Spain, it is one of the names of a variant of the Andalusian gazpacho.  It is also called zoque
malagueño or gazpacho malagueño.  It is a thick soup of red or orange color, made with vegetables and garlic.  The
word is of Arabic origin (from suqat), which means waste and of little value).  In Colombia it is the name of a Nature
Reserve, used for hiking, located in the municipality of Guasca, in the department of Cundinamarca. 

zoqueta
In Colombia it means silly, dumb or also high-end, daring.  In rural jargon is the name of a piece of wood or cork that
serves as a protection to the edge of the tools. 

zoquete
In Colombia means raw, animal, tarugo, stupid, clumsy, lerdo, soroco, zopenco, dunce, Knave, stupid.

zoquetería
It is the defect of the anchors, dowels, clumsy, lerdo or zopenco.  Stupidity, idiocy, stupid, silly, taruguez,



zorita
It is the name of many localities and Spanish municipalities, especially in the provinces of Cáceres and Salamanca
(Ledesma and Valveron), name of the first nuclear power station in Spain.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  It is
the name of a Dutch Musical band.

zorollo
It is a term used in Spain that means tender, soft, soft. 

zorra
In Colombia, it has several meanings.  First everything is a bad word for a woman, because it means prostitute, whore.
Fox or wheelbarrow is a wooden platform, with an axle and two wheels or rims, sometimes with Rails which is dragged
by horses.  Used to load fret buzz.  Also called trucks and leads them to where is says zorrero or wheelbarrow. Fox is a
wild carnivorous animal of the family Canidae. ( Tribe Vulpinidos ) usually eating chickens.  It is usually also tell Fox or
Fox.  They exist all over the world, and there are some 27 species recorded.  The most common is the common Fox and
its scientific name Vulpes vulpes.

zorrillo
It is a mammal animal that is characterized by defend against expelling a stench.  Skunk, mapuritos, skunks, skunks. 
They belong to the family Mephitidae.

zorris
Zorris is a character from the cartoon, depicting a zorrita small, affectionate, soft and delicate. In Colombia in youth
jargon is a colloquial way of referring to a liberated girl and without any fuss. Putis, prepaguis. They also say sorris. to
apologize.

zorriyo
The correct term is Skunk.  It is one of the common names of Skunk, which is also called Skunk, Skunk, epate or Ching. 
belongs to the family Mephitidae.  They are carnivorous mammals of medium size and are characterized by release foul
odors with special glands, as a means of Defense.  The Skunk is also a character in the comic strips.

zorro
Male fox.  Carnivorous mammalian animal of the canid family (family Canidae).  Its scientific name is Vulpes vulpes.  It is
also often referred to as raposo or raboso.  Their normal fur is reddish-brown.  It also means cunning, shrewd,
marrullero, ladino. 

zorrococo
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Santander it means bobo, silly, pendejo, slow. 

zorrollo
It means that it belongs to the Parish of Lamalonga, of the municipality of La Vega (A Veiga in Gallego).  It corresponds
to the Shire of Valdeorras and is from the Province of Orense in Galicia, Spain.

zorromoco
He is a dancer who disguises himself ridiculously, in some typical festivities of northern Spain.  Zangarrón , foxcoco,
zorromaco, moharracho, jester.



zorza
Zorza is the name given to minced pork to make sausages.  Chorizo mince.  With it also makes a cake that carries
shredded potatoes and they call it jijas.  It is typical food of Spain (Galicia).  It is also called in other parts of Spain,
moraga, chichas, chichos (although they have some differences in preparation).

zorzal
It is one of the common names of birds.  They are also called thrushes.  Its scientific name is Turdus philomelos and
belongs to the family Turdidae.  It is a melodious song.  By extension is called and who sings melodious way.

zosma
It is the name of an insecticide that acts by ingestion.  It is a systemic neonicotinoid.  It is also the name of a star in the
constellation Leo.  It is also known as Dhur, Zubra, Delta Leonis, Delta Leo or 68 Leo.  Zosma is a word of Persian origin
meaning loincloth or sash. 

zoster
Zoster is incorrectly written, and should be written as Zoster.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Zoster. Very
painful viral disease, caused by the Varicella-zoster virus.  Herpes Zoster.  Much abdominal pain, fever and blisters
appear to the patient, usually in chest or face.  In Colombia we say shingles.  There is the belief that herpes Zoster or
shingles, when you turn complete the patient at the waist he dies.  They are more prone to suffering from it, adults older
than 50 years who in his childhood have had chicken pox, because the virus remains latent in the body.  There is a
vaccine to counter it and doctors recommend it starting at age 50.  It gives who and they are not vaccinated them can be
repeated.

zosterops
It is a word that means with belt or ring in the eyes.  Comes from the Greek roots zoster (belt, impeller) and ops (eyes). 
It is the name of a family of birds that are characterized by having a white ring around their eyes.  They are called
anteojitos or picochatos.

zosterornis
It means having bird with a belt or a stripe around the eyes.  Comes from the Greek roots zoster (belt) and ornis ("bird"). 
It is a term from biology to enunciate birds that have a patch around the eyes.  They are known as anteojitos or
ojiblancos.  The genus Zosterops exists and belongs to the family Zosteropidae.

zosterópidos
It means with a belt in the eyes.  They are known as birds of glasses, gafufos or anteojitos.  Maori are called Tauhou,
meaning "little stranger".  They are very small and colorful birds of Australia, Oceania and many islands of the Indian
Ocean.

zotal
It is the name of a disinfectant and bactericidal substance of natural origin and of very frequent use.  It is derived from
wood and its main component is phenol.  It is an aqueous solution, which when prepared takes on a milky appearance. 
It is also called Manchester fluid, acaroine and creolin. 

zote
You mean sonso, you scoundrel.  Tarugo, zopenco, brute, fool.



zotes
It means slut, dumb, ignorant, clumsy.  Plural of zote.  Zote is a brand of soap that is used to wash dogs.

zotojil
It is also used Zutuhil or Tsu'tujil.  It is the name of a maya ethnic group in the southern region of Lake Atitlan in the
Department of Sololá, Guatemala.  They speak the dialect called quicheano.

zozobra
It's a scouring inflection.  It means sinking, referring to a boat, shipwreck.  Another meaning may be failure.  It can also
mean distress, distress, anxiety, uncertainty, restlessness, shock, fear, fear.

zócalo
It's the bottom of a building or a building.  Base of a sculpture, a pedestal, statue or a column.  Rodapié or lower frieze of
a wall.  It is another way to call the floor of the seabed, also called Continental Shelf or Underwater Platform.  In Geology
primary layer (basal) that is, it belongs to the Paleozoic or Primary Era.

zónula
It is a diminutive and derogatory zone.  It means stripe or sash.  In Medicine is the name of a fibrous ligament that holds
the lens of the eye.  It is also known as Zinn zónula, ciliary zónula, zonular fibers.

zu
It is the name of a genus of marine fish of the family Ribbonfish and are called strips or streak.  Zu is also the name of
an Italian band.  Zu or Zou was also the name of a city of Crete in ancient Greece.

zubaida
It is a woman's name of Arab origin.  It means "Oasis Blossom."  It has as variants Zubeida , Zobeida .  Name of a Film
of Indian Cinema (2001).

zubia
It means Mana, source, source, source, supplier, Jet, place where flowing water.  It is a word of Arabic origin.  It is the
name of a Spanish town in the province of Granada.  In language Basque Zubia means bridge.  Zubia is also a family
name.

zubiaur begi
Zubiaur and begi are two words of Basque language.  Zubiaur means bridge and Begi eye, light.  The light of the bridge.

zuceli
It's a woman's name.  It has Hebrew origin and can mean Gift of God or Queen of Seduction.  There are variants such
as Zucelly, Suceli or Sucelly.

zuco
In Argentina it is a surname and a real estate company.

zueco



It is a shoe made in wood.  Shoe sole wide usually cork or light wood.  Traditional shoe from the Netherlands.  It is also
a type of footwear that is known as galocha, zoca, madrelena, also made in wood, typical of the North of Spain.

zuecos
Dutch wooden clogs.  High footwear that does not cover the heels.

zuela
It is the surname of an Angolan footballer who is the template of the Krasnodar in Russia.  It currently plays at Atromitos
of Greece to loan.  His full name is José Luis Francisco Zuela.  It adze, the wood instrument that uses a carpenter for
roughing.  Suffix to denote contempt or degradation.

zugar
Zugar in Galician language means sorber, suck, suck.  The word sugar, with s, was the nickname of two famous boxers
called "Sugar" Ray Robinson and "Sugar" Ray Leonard.  The Word in English means sugar or sweet.

zukini
Zucchini is also used.  It's the same as zucchini or zapallito.  is a variety of raw edible pumpkin as vegetables.  There
are green and yellow.  You can also cook.  The scientific name is Cucurbita pepo and belongs to the family
Cucurbitaceae.

zulaica
Zulaica is a woman's name of Arab origin and means "the one who is robust".  In Arab and some African culture, being
robust a woman is considered beautiful, attractive and sexy.  It reflects that it is healthy and strong, that it can have
equally healthy and strong children.  Zuleica and Zulaika variants.

zuleika
It is a woman's name of Arabic origin.  It means the one that is robust.  Variants : Zulaica , Zuleica . 

zuleyca
It is a woman's name of Arabic origin and means the one who is robust (of generous meats).   There are Zulaika and
Zulaica variants.  Many also write it with S.

zuleyka
It is a name of woman of Arab origin.  It means the one that is robust (and among the Arabs : very attractive).  Zuleica
Variants, Zulaica , Zulaika.

zulia
Zulia is incorrectly written and it should be written as Zulia ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Zulia ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a State of Venezuela, whose capital is Maracaibo.  Name of a Colombian
municipality in the Department of Norte de Santander.  Name of a river tributary colombo-venezolano of the Catatumbo
River which flows in you Lake Maracaibo.  Zulia is the name of a Princess indigenous Cinera, relentless Warrior, who
joined Guares and Cucutas.

zulú
It refers to the ethnic group inhabiting the province of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.  This same ethnic language.  There



are nearly 11 million people of this ethnic group in South Africa and are estimated about 3 more in Mozambique, Zambia
and Zimbabwe.  Their language is derived from the Bantu.

zumacas
It is an inflection of zumacar.  It means treating or tanning skins with sumac or I zumaque.  The zumaque is a tree that
has tannins that is used in the tanneries.  Its scientific name is Rhus coriaria and belongs to the Anacardiaceae family. 
Also receives the names of sumac, rhus.  It can also mean to add zumac to the meals, season with zumac (Turkish
spice).  Marinate.

zumaque
In Colombia Zumaque and Zumaqué, as well with tilde, are a surname, of Basque origin.  Francisco Zumaqué is an
excellent Colombian musician.  It is an original word of Persian, which means to redness.  It is the common name for a
rash or rash (or rash), caused by allergy to certain plants (usually poisonous), such as ivy.  Plants that have tannins that
are used in tanning.  They are of the genus Rhus and the Family Anacardiaceae .  The most common is the Corsriory
Rhus, which means "to dye red".  The substance that produces redness is called urushiol.

zumaques
It is the plural of Zumaque.  In Colombia Zumaque is a surname.  It is the name of a plant that is used for the tanning of
hides, by their tannins.  Its scientific name is Rhus coriaria and is in the family Anacardiaceae.

zumaya
In South America it is a way to call chotacabras, atajacaminos or blind hen, which is a bird of nocturnal habits.  Name of
a Spanish city in the Basque Country and name of a river in the same Region (Guipúzcoa ). 

zumba
In Colombia may be synonymous with spanking, beating, spanking, spanking, tunda threshing.  It is also an inflection of
zumbaos.  It means sound, rumbar, produce noise or hum.  Purr, whisper, hooting, sonar.  Musical rhythm used for
exercise.

zumbador
It's another way to call a tominejo, hummingbird, picaflor, quincha or sucker.  It is a small bird that feeds on the nectar of
flowers.  They belong to the family Trochilidae. 

zumbambico
It's the same mismis or jején.  It's a small mosquito that stings very hard.  It's also a way to call a very foolish child. 

zumbar
It is the action of producing sounds due to the friction or friction of a moving surface with air.  It can be produced by
flapping (wing movement e.g. in insects) or also by solid elements that rotate very fast (e.g. a spinning top). 

zumbel
It is the rope or piola that is rolled into the trumpet to rotate.  Trumpet or pawn string. 

zumo
It means juice, extract.  Liquid that results from squeezing a fruit.



zumpango
It is a toponymic of Nahuatl origin.  which means row of skulls or skulls.  It is the name of several municipalities or places
in Mexico.  Zupango de Ocampo is a municipality in the State of Mexico.  Zupango del Río, also known only as Zupango
is a Mexican city in the State of Guerrero.  Name of a lagoon, located in the North of Mexico City.  Name of Region XX
of the State of Mexico. 

zuna
It can mean resabio, morning, whim.  Muhammad's sentence.  Rule that governs the Mohammedans.  It is also
accepted in this sense suna or sunna . 

zuncho
In Colombia is a lashing strap for bundling bales, usually cotton, paper or cardboard.  They can be plastic or metal. 
They are also used to clamp boxes or wooden slats.  They are heavy-duty clamps.  Tape, girth.

zunga
It's a derogatory way of referring to a woman of liberal ideas.  It can mean dirty.  It also means liberated, libertine.  He
enjoys his sex life, usually promiscuous.  It is a very widely used term in the Valle del Cauca, in Colombia. 

zungo
In Colombia and especially in the Cauca Valley, it means dirty, liberated, libertine, promiscuous.  It's also a way to call it
a very small male underwear.  Male thong.  Very narrow and tight male swimsuit (also colloquially said narizona thong). 

zuñi
It is the name of an American indigenous people, based in the states of New Mexico and Arizona (United States).  It is
also so called the language they speak.  It is also called zuni or ashiwi. 

zupia
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains means residue, cuncho, sediment.  Precipitation that is generated in
drinks such as guarapo .

zural
In Colombia it means swamp, site or waterlogged land of water and mud, with speckles of hard earth.  Soil percolated. 
It is most widely used to describe the ridges or spur of land jutting out on a damp ground (in dry times look like earth
walls which form labyrinths).  Wet site where abundant vegetation bearings.  It is also a place where you can find the
stalk (can refer to two things: wild pigeons or corn husks, shelled).

zurcidos
It means fabrics, patched.  Patches.  Very delicate tailoring arrangements handmade with needle and thread. 

zurcir
In Colombia it is weaving, weaving with very careful with needle and fabric by hand or delicate tissue.  Jenny delgado. 
Sewing, knitting, patching, join, devise, invent, fix.

zurdazo
Hit given with a left side limb, either hand or foot.  Volleyball nails with your left arm.  Hits by a left-handed hitter in



baseball.  Any kind of impulse that is done with the left.

zurdo
He is the person who by nature does everything with his left hand.  He kicks with his left leg.  In Colombia in a colloquial
way it is also said manicagado.

zurea
Lullaby of the cob. Noise or whisper that emit the columbiform birds such as pigeon or Dove. Inflection of cooing.

zurea
Lullaby of the cob. Noise or whisper that emit the columbiform birds such as pigeon or Dove. Inflection of cooing.

zurita
In Colombia is a way of calling the Turtle Dove or pigeon mountain.  Dove.

zuro
Colombia says le COB to the pigeon or pigeon-breeding.  Paloma without feather.  In some parts of Colombia will also
say COB gallinazo, buzzard, pimp or goalkeeper.  It is also another way to call the cob or COB shelled heart.

zurra
In Colombia is the same that tunda, beating, flaying, whipping, beating, threshing.  It is also an inflection of spanking,
which means marinate, tanning (skin), hitting, spanking, tundir, censure, reproach.

zurrapa
It means cuncho, sediment, blade, poso, seat.  Precipitate that accumulates at the bottom of a vessel with liquids.  Thing
or object without value, residue. 

zurrapelo
It means scolding, corrective, scaring.

zurrapias
Plural of zurrapia , Zurrapas .  It means cunchos, sediments, wisps, grounds, seats.  Precipitates that accumulate at the
bottom of vessels with liquids.  Things or objects without value, waste. 

zurrapiento
It means that he has zurrapas.  It means that it has cuncho, sediment, blade, ground, seat.  It has precipitate that
accumulates at the bottom of a vessel with liquids.  Thing or object without value, residue .  insignificant person . 

zurrete
It is a deformation of spanking.  In Aragonese trashing, zorete, excrement, poop, shit, shit.

zurriagazo
In Colombia is hit or fuetazo given with a cowhide.  Fuetazo, whiplash.  In Colombia cowhide is a synonym of whip,



whip, perrero, pizzle, waistband, whipcord, whip, strap.

zurriagazos
In Colombia, it is the same as whipping.  Hits inferred with a cowhide or dog catcher.  In Colombia to cowhide we also
tell perrero.

zurriago
In Colombia is synonymous with whip, whip or fish market.  Also you can say perrero.  Basically it is a rod, usually of
rosewood guava (hard wood) and a strip of leather.

zurrones
Plural of pouch.  In Colombia it means backpack, bag, or backpack, usually of leather.  Bag, bag, wallet.  Colombia also
wallet means foolish or impertinent person.

zurró
It is an inflection of spanking.  It means punish paste, thrash, whip, beat, beat, tundir.  Recheck, censure, condemn.  It's
also tanning a leather, marinate or tanned skin.

zurrón
In Colombia says zurrón impertinent, tiresome and foolish person.   It is also synonymous with wallet, bag, backpack,
backpack, bag, sack.

zurumbo
In Central America it means dizzy, stunned.  In Colombia we say zurumbatic, which has the same meaning.  reckless. 

zurupa
In Venezuela and especially in the State Merida it is a way of calling the female sexual organ.  Vagina. 

zurupe
In Venezuela, it means sprouted, out, bulge, bump.  In Colombia we say turupe .  Vulgarly in Venezuela vagina, female
sex organ (also say zurupa). 

zurupetos
It is the term which refers to the brokers who are not yet registered or recorded.  It is also used to reference notary
members non-registered and considered intruders, upstart, provisional, temporary or supernumerary

zutano
In Colombia we say is Fulano, mengano, zutano and perencejo.  It is a list of people that don't want to say or not known
its name.   Each of the words to say the same thing.  an unknown.  Type, individual, subject, neighbor citano, either.  A
poor, a parakeet of strokes, a gift no one.

zuttibur
In Slavic mythology is the name of the God protector of forests, animals and jungle.  Shadow or spirit of the Woods.  It
was also called Berstuk.



zutuhil
Tz'utujil is incorrectly written and it should be written as Zutuhil ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: also called Tsutujil,
Zotonil, or Zotojil is the name of an Aboriginal people of Mayan origin who live South of Lake Atitlán in Guatemala.  Their
language is also called as well.

zúngaro
Zúngaro, or better Zungaro, is the name of a genus of large fish in the family Pimelodidae.  It is one of the common
names of a freshwater fish from the catfish family.  It is also known as manguruyú, jaú, catfish toad, yaú, tightr, robal,
maiden, surubí.  It is found in the basins of the great rivers of South America.  They are basically piscivores, of sizes
sometimes greater than 2 meters and there are 2 species.  In Peru there is a town with that name near Huánuco.  It is
also the name of a Siberian ethnic group of Mongolian origin, which was part of the Oirate Peoples.  It was also called
dzúngaro,júngaro, choro u olot.  They were nomads, Buddhists.  Relative to or from Zungaria.  It is the name of a central
region of Asia, between Kazakhstan and China.  It was also the name of a Kanato in that region.

zynerexis
The correct term in Spanish is syneresis , in both cases it starts with s.  It is a chemical process in which the component
substances of a suspension or mixture are separated.  They are usually water or other liquid and a gel.  It may also be
the case of separating the serum from the blood.

 hadrón
In Physics it is the name that receives a subatomic particle of very strong interactions. 

¡alto!
Means stop, still, be still, stop.

¡andando!
It is an expression that is used to demand faster or lightness someone slow or Cavalier.  Means go! move! hurry up!.

¡ay!
It is an interjection of pain.  It can also mean distress, fright, panic, or startle. 

¡carajo!
In Colombia, thus with the interjection, is an expression of pain, fury, anger, rage, shock, annoyance or surprise.

¡chapeau!
It means my respects, congratulations, we respect what you do, we admire you.  It is an expression of French origin,
which manifests that he took off his hat in a sign of admiration.

¡chapó!
It's an expression of surprise that shows respect and admiration for something or someone.  It is an expression of
French origin and simply means "I take my hat off to this".  Wonderful, phenomenal, spectacular, excellent. 

¡eche!
It is an axclamacion of surprise or anger that use the Colombian coast.  It is equivalent to Epa, pucha, Uff.  It has no
meaning.



¡glorioso!
It means excellent, great, phenomenal.  It is an expression of euphoria, of much joy.  Of much glory, of immense joy. 

¡guay!
As an interjection, it is used by young people.  That means very good! terrific! excellent! The best!. 

¡guácala!
It is an expression which denotes displeasure, disgust, asco, asquerosidad.  In Colombia we use also in the same sense
the expressions "Gas!", "Fuchi!", "Fo!" or "Gas, fuchi fo!",

¡hijuepuerca!
It is an interjection used in the Santander (Departamentos de Colombia).  It is an expression denoting surprise.  It is also
used as a noun to refer to a persona non grata.

¡increible!
You mean fantastic! Phenomenal! Prodigious! Portentous!.  It is something very special and you can not believe.

¡maldita sea!
Curse.  An expression that denotes anger, anger, anger or disappointment.

¡pse!
Thus, with signs of admiration is an expression of exaltation and affirmation.  You mean yes! affirmative.  No signs of
admiration PSE stands for Online Safe Payments, payments made via the internet or an app and from a cell phone or
mobile phone. 

¡que es la bara1
It is not a term in Spanish, but Italian. The Bara in Italian means the coffin, the chest where placed the remains of the
deceased. Clothing for a corpse. The Bara 1 is the name of a film by gunmen in Italian, also called " Priparati Bara " in
Spanish called " Viva Django "

¡qué berriondera!
What berriondera! It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Berriondera, berraquero." being its
meaning:<br>Berriondera, stands for berraquero. In Colombia, it means handsome, strong, with great force. With much
vigour, hard, intense. Brave. As it is written with exclamation points, exactly to say sensational!, amazing!, great!,
excellent!. He clarified that berriondera should be written with B and boar, not pork but brave with B. So we use it in
Colombia where these words are originating.

¡súper!
In Colombia it is an expression that indicates that something is wonderful, that it could not be better than it has achieved.
 Excellent. 

°c
It is the symbol of degrees Celsius or degrees Celsius.  It's a unit of temperature measurement. 



´rayar
Scratch means stripes with something to do.  Delete or mark something with stripes.  It also means dawn ( break of day
) or disturb, tire.  In Colombia it is also used to tell injure, lacerate, cause injury with anything, especially metal, giving
rise to a rayon ( wound surface but long ).  Make scratches.

¿es buñuelo?
In Colombia it means lack of preparation, without sufficient training or knowledge to practice a profession or profession. 
He lacks learning.  Rookie, bisoño, inexperienced, apprentice, neophyte, beginner.   Spherical, fried, made of cornmeal
and striped cheese.

¿inga
The correct term is any.  In Cuba and the Caribbean equivalent to small amount of something.  It means little, small
amount, tris, pinch, pucho, puchito.

¿oca
goose is incorrectly written and should be written as "Oca" being its meaning:?<br>OCA has several meanings. It is a
bird of the family Anatidae ( ducks ) its scientific name is Anser anser. OCA is another name that will give the Name ( 41
Oxalis tuberosa; the family of the Oxalidaceas. It is an edible tuber. OCA is a surname and complement in the names of
several places in Spain. In several Colombian Amazonian tribes means House, home.


